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It Looks From Here
Another nation-wide election day has come and gone. Thirty or forty million American men and women went to their respective polling places and voted for candidates of their choice for state and national offices. All members of the House of Representatives and about 30 United States senators were elected. This represents the total number of members of the House of Representatives and a little more than one-third of the Senate. It is a large majority of the senators holding office from previous years are Democrats and the present makeup in the two houses is about two-thirds Democratic to one-third Republican.

The result represents a gain of about 25 or 30 Republican representatives and seven or eight Republican senators, with corresponding Democratic losses. Directly, the flow of sentiment was from the Democratic party to the Republican party in this election, but the sentiment was by no means strong enough to give the Republicans a majority.

The result is interesting in view of the presidential election of 1948. If sentiment should continue to avenge the last two years, it will be the case that only partly an average majority of the House of Representatives and probably of the Senate. The interesting point is that this result really represents a trend that has set in and will continue, or whether it is a reaction from the unsteady and uncertain voting habits of the last eight years. It is reasonable to guess that the leaders of the Republican party will immediately assure their prospects of victory in 1948 are bright. At the same time, the Democrats will easily find local or temporary measures for the defeat and be able to exactly what the drift will be in the opposite direction two years from now. The political parties now campaign for their present seats.

The traditionally Democratic states have remained Democratic in this election, and the traditionally Republican states have remained Republican. The upset has been in the states that have not been won by a margin of at least one in the past and that hold their votes to the same elections at the time of the election. In the states, some contests have been expected to come in a number of states were engaged in cut-throat contests among Republi-ically true in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Ohio. 

(Continued on Back Page)
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GSC Delegates Go To Human Welfare Meet
On November 20, G. W. S. C. student, Martha Glad, Nola DiVilla, Margaret Weaver, Betty Brown, and Marguerite Jeregin, accompanied by Dr. and Mrs. Swearingen, and the Misses Massey and McMillan, will attend a Southern conference for Human Welfare in Birmingham, Ala. The program will include prominent speakers, among them President Reagon.

The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the problems set forth by the National committee on the Economic conditions of the social Conditions of the south we invited to attend the con-ference. Some of the speakers will be discussed as: child labor, farm tenancy, race relations, unemployment, youth problems, freight strikes, women and children in industry, and constitutional rights.

GSC Debaters Win Two Out Of Three Battles
The G. W. S. C. debate team came through with flying colors in the recent debate from held on All those interested in debate are welcome to attend the two out of three team. The winning teams were composed of Carolyn Stringer, Armande Lipps, and the Kappa Team. Nancy Ed White and Helen Bevins vs. the men's team from Georgia Tech won the debate. The Southerners' team from Georgia won the other two debates. The winning team was composed of Carolyn Stringer, Armande Lipps vs. the Kappa Team.

Seniors Schedule Celebrations As Season Starts
The seniors are cutting open campus these days which will be enjoyed with an entertainment almost every week. Tonight they are having a formal dinner at 6:30. These dinners are held regularly every month. Julia Crowe Morton is chairman of the committees for making the arrangements.

From eight o'clock till eleven they are on the open house for all seniors and their dates. Dormitories are on the program.

The dance will be held Monday night, December 2nd, in the Main Court. G. W. S. C. men are invited and will be served

Several committees have been appointed for this activity as follows:

Chairs:

Mabel McCall, Grace M. Davis, Mary E. Jordan, Betty Brown, Mary Jordan, and Ruth E. Wrench.

Singers:

Mabel McCall, Grace M. Davis, Mary E. Jordan, Betty Brown, Mary Jordan, and Ruth E. Wrench.

Dancers:

Mabel McCall, Grace M. Davis, Mary E. Jordan, Betty Brown, Mary Jordan, and Ruth E. Wrench.

Tickets for the Ted Shaw concert will go on sale Tuesday November 15, according to Dr. Mcgee, chairman of the entertainment committee. Reserve tickets will sell for 20 cents and other tickets for 5 cents. There will be approximately three hundred reserve seats available on the right section extending to the balcony and four seats are sold, there will be an additional 100 seats sold in the front row of the balcony.

Gillis Wins Chicago Trip For 4-H Work
Mary Estes Gillis, a 4-H student from Georgia, will leave on November 28 for Chicago, Illinois to attend the National 4-H Club Congress. Mary Billie won this trip for her excellent work for the last several years as a member of the 4-H Club. Three other girls also will make a trip to the 4-H Congress.

(Continued on Back Page)
Concerning Thanksgiving—
By Way of Anti-Climate

There's a lot dating on Thanksgiving that would like to get its, but as叙象 as we shall elaborate upon the campus. We'd like to have Thanksgiving joyous and happy, and since many students will find no happy hour to stop for a meal, here are some things you might consider:

S 3 Fee For Week-ends

In order to avoid overcrowding the campus, the student body has decided that a $3 fee be charged for use of the gymnasium during the week-end. This fee is to be used for maintenance and other facilities.

Why Destroy Pets?

A few days ago, some students started petitions to the president of the university, and subsequently, a few housemen went to the campus, collecting signatures to support their cause. They were turned down by the administration.

Quotable Quotes

"Education must come from within you. You must receive it. Education cannot be imposed upon you, nor can you be forced to learn. It is a process of self-discovery, self-education, and self-improvement. You must take responsibility for your own education. It is not something that is handed to you, but something that you must seek out and find for yourself."

The Colonade

Published weekly during the school year except during national examinations and semester breaks. The editors and publishers of The Colonade do not necessarily reflect the views of the Minnesota State College Student Union. All members are elected for one year. The Colonade is published by the Minnesota State College Student Union and is distributed without charge. The Colonade is a publication of the Student Union and is distributed for the benefit of the students. The Colonade is not responsible for the views expressed in articles, editorials, or advertisements.

A Fair Queen of Fair Reviews

Bridle-Mary Miller, future junior College house student, praised over the court of eighty potential princesses who read the "Fair of Affection," the Los Angeles County fair.

Department Chair

Circulated, 3rd. 1956

Collegiate Digest

National College News

The student publication of the American College Press, Inc., College Park, Md.
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Deaf Gridder Reads Lips for Signals

Ed Woodall. He learned how to read lips in college, and is believed to be the only deaf player in college football.

Sanf Makhan

Sanf Makhan, a ten-year-old girl from before the war, who is believed to be the only deaf player in college football.

Con By'

Con By'

San For

San For

Rider of Champions

Mary Cason, Mississippi State College for Women, demonstrates the saddle style in which she rides his pony-sized horse in western competition.
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YOUR BUSY LIFE

LET DOWN THE BARS TO NERVE STRAIN

He's Giving His Nerves a Rest...

Let Up—Light up a Camel!

Smokers find Camel's Costlier Tobaccos are Soothing to the Nerves

DID YOU KNOW?

—Whether it's a bell of cigarettes, a pack of cigarettes, or a can of cigarettes, the smoker's cigarette has a story to tell. The story of the great may come as a surprise to you. Let us introduce you to the story of Camel's Costlier Tobaccos: Their history, their ingredients, their quality.
Gridiron Close-ups: Spectacular Tackles, Stadium Spectators Miss Are Caught Only by Speed: Camera’s Eye

By Ted Weese

"Power"
The tackle from the opposing football team successfully stopped the advance of Theodore’s Calvetti and a member of his Wisconsin team. The scene was at a three-yard gain.

Aerial Encounter
A Penguin against an opposing team, as captured by Ted Weese, who is a member of the university’s football team. The scene was at a critical moment in the game.

"Get at the Ball"
A tackle from many tackles, and the Virginia player attempting to take the ball out of the reach of the defender.

Celebrate Anniversary
Catholic education has been a cornerstone of the U.S. school system, and Catholic institutions have created a legacy of excellence in education.

Sanford For S. S. C.
The scene was at a football game, with the Sanford school district facing off against another team in a friendly match.

First Lady Dedicates New Dormitory
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, the former First Lady, dedicated a new dormitory at the college, as seen in the photograph.

Tom-tom Beats Wake College Spirit
To raise student spirit for a coming football game, Daniel Baker College preparing students to take on a college building for a week. They呐�! 014
during the annual activities.

Sign Painted the Way for the Winners
Longfellow University undergraduates painted the way for the winners of the annual student talent contest.
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Charles Taylor Discusses Credit At IRC Meeting

Mr. Charles Taylor, the Secretary of the department, talked to the members of the International Federation of Credit Men on a Credit at its regular meeting Monday night.

Mr. Taylor said that the main problem of the department is to meet the needs of members of the profession with the least possible expense, and that this is accomplished by the department's policy of not charging any fees for services rendered. The department's services include the processing of credit applications, the preparation of credit reports, and the collection of accounts receivable.

The department has also developed a system of credit rating, which is based on a combination of financial and personal factors. The system is designed to provide a comprehensive picture of a person's creditworthiness, and to help creditors make informed decisions about extending credit.

Ledbetter Named President of Orchestra

The GSCW Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Mr. Charles Ledbetter, was presented a plaque by the GSCW Council as a token of appreciation for their efforts in promoting the arts in the community.

Mr. Ledbetter said that the orchestra is proud to have received this recognition and that they will continue to work hard to provide quality music to the community.

No Classes! Students Repair Storm Damage

Mid-Grove Parade

U. S. Military Academy cadets show the community a peep of what lies in store for them as they proceed to the United States Military Academy graduation, which will be held in May.
Seinin' the Cinemas

The four fingers of an alehouse
head of a hanging to be hanged
at the movie house.
the film is a monument
of a spy novel, a mystery
of the twelfth of the
newspaper.

VY Column

Round the Clock
Red and red
Elm Street
The Smell of the town
Like the smell of a
mouse in a barn

So much for Colonel!" He said.

FAR EASTERN STUDENT

On Armistice Day, Friday, the
students of the Far East
presented a dinner for the
President of the Federation.
This money will go to the
stage and the Federal
organization.

Are they going to be
through their college
exigence, large numbers of
students are present.
They need much
money to support them.

Annual fund is
announced.

Collegiate Prattle

It is a student's club, he's a
bookworm, he reads a
lot, he's a critic

"A great scholar is
in every college.

"When don't we
have a club like
that?"

"When don't we
have a club like
that?"

"When don't we
have a club like
that?"

"When don't we
have a club like
that?"

"When don't we
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It Looks From Here

(Continued from front page)

relinquished the title of the party had been at peace at home.

A second reason may be that the farming areas are feeling the pressure of depression again, somewhat like they felt it in 1929 and 1932. Owing to large crops, prices are exceedingly low. Farmers and others tend to vote against the party in power when prices are low.

A third reason may be in the fact that organized labor is engaged in an almost a death struggle within its own organization. Both the CIO and AF of L are losing no opportunity to disrupt each other, and strikes in general, laboring people have been voting the Democratic ticket in the past eight years and have furnished the Democratic majorities in the industrial region, a light within the labor organizations has necessarily divided Democratic loyalty with the Republican party.

There is little hope for temporary remedies. They may all pass away in the next few years, or they may be here. Only the passing of time will tell.

Another reason that may be largely influential. It may be possible that there is a feeling in the New Deal and of the farmers that cry out for social welfare as against individual freedom and are willing to give something for the sake of comparative housing-booms and individualism. It is doubted, however, as to whether or not such an interpretation will go far toward overcoming the present trend. One argument against this interpretation is that New York, this state and most populous state, contributed to the Democratic column in slugs of the fact that the Republican party was running the strongest in the country for governor. Thomas E. Dewey was brought as the ideal type of Republican candidate, who would be a formidable presidential candidate. In any event any trend may be away from the New Deal. Mr. Dewey was defeated, and his chance of excusing the Republican nomination for president, for two years from now, is considerably speeded.

There may be another and more significant result to come out of this election, especially that will be noticed within the next few months. It may mean that the Republican nominees of Congress and the conservative Democrats will form a coalition and take with them any added New Deal legislation. It can safely be said that if the conservative Democrats, such as George of Georgia and Smith of South Carolina, follow their own sentiment, they will line up with the Republican minority. If they do this, it will probably lose less than a majority in the straight New Deal coalition.

One thing, however, that may stand in the way of any of this is the question of party names. In the southern states, most of the conservative Democrats live, and the name of the world party and whether or not they allow themselves to be counted on the same title of a question with the Republicans. It is but unhappily too much true that the southern conservative senators and representatives will ponder such allies over against their own convictions in order to keep their seats in the Democratic group. In the past, the New Dealers have taken advantage of the situation. The New Dealers possibly, if they have the majority of the opposition, there have been as few Republican senators in either House or Senate, and they must be considered that most of them will be considered. It will be different when Congress meets again because there will be a vigorous Republican minority.

Also, in the past the Republicans have wisely usually refrained from making a party issue in order that the Democrats might gain on them. When this second issue is made, the situation is to be changed. The Republicans who will be holding the party should know that the campaign of 1936 will be complicated to curb in the open and sponsor Republican measures. It will be worth interesting to see many of the southern conservative Republicans who believe such much like custom Republicans who do not sign up as Republicans choosing between their own convictions and the expediency of party politics. The sections of Congress, which meets the first Monday in January, will be exceedingly interesting to watch throughout the winter spring.

PLEATS AND PLADS

(Continued from front page)

has bought the best looking dark green twilled suit to wear to the Army-Navy game. The dress is a simple one in front. The coat is fitted and has large pockets. She wears a light green argiope sweater with the skirt and black accessories . Jeannette Pool goes to church in a soft royal blue wool made along princess lines. The skirt is divided into small squares and the bodice was gathered at a squared neck which pointed forth was flat of the same material. She wore a hat of the same shade of blue with one of those pretty little brush feathers tucked in the blue band, some campus cut-outs glimpsed here and there. Scotty Hill in a light yellow woolen skirt with short-tail semi ecru on the outside of her shirt, the blouse had certain distinctive expressions and figure in various shades of blue. She went straight to the house of her friends.

GILLES WINS CHICAGO Trip

(Copied from Page One)

been chosen from four thousand members in Georgia to represent the state at this Congress. The delegates will leave from Atlanta on the Dixie Flyer on November 16 and will arrive in Chicago on Monday. They will be in Chicago approximately a week during this time the delegates will visit points of interest in Detroit and St. Louis and in addition to attending the various meetings and programs that have been planned for them in Chicago.

Wesley R. Davis

CAMPUS

A MARTIN THEATER

Presented by Frank B. Adams, Mar. M., Tues., Nov. 14-15 "PICK DAUGHTERS"

"The Three Lams" and "Gail" Play.

Claude Raines and John Gartfield

A "MAN TO REMEMBER"

With

Edward S. G. Shilling

"THOMPSON" at

With

Tyron Power, Loreta Towner and Amabella

Annabel, Sat., Nov. 19

"ANNABEL TAKES A TOUR" at

With

Job K. Weir-Joelle Bell

"DOWN IN ARIZONA" at

Pinky Toluga

RECR nợ

(A Father's Day Gift for the Coffee Connoisseur)

BELL'S

Beauty Shop on Second Floor

Meet in your Dryers. Early as you have, for your week-end at home.

SUNRISE CLEANING

Snow's

—Yours —

Four Fresh Donuts and Coffee

BELLE'S

Gift Idea

SENIOR SCHEDULES

CELEBRATION

(Continued from Page One)

Holt, James Sexton, and Matthew Saplin.

From the lots of things, our seniors "take ten." They don't seem to need a couple of days off for recuperating from the dance, for on December 4, they are entertaining with a coffee from 11 o'clock. Winstead罗素 is chairman of the committee and Louise Adrian, Ruth Joan Disney, Edith De Lemus, Rural Burke, and Horace Hollows are on the staff with her.

On December 10 there will be the customary formal dinner at eight. Christine Bowden and Alene Chapman are the chairman for this committee.

The seniors opened their social season with a coffee from four to six on last Sunday afternoon, November 4.

The committee consisting of freshmen with the Golden Slipper Contest are Margaret Beatty, Chairman, Collins Morris, Todd Stever, Année Bee Penn, Shady Babbage, and Capn Bryan.

What makes the 1937 class different from the 1927 class are the following points of similarity between these two classes.

The committee consisting of freshmen with the Golden Slipper Contest are Margaret Beatty, Chairman, Collins Morris, Todd Stever, Année Bee Penn, Shady Babbage, and Capn Bryan.

Through the courtesy of the Swirling Silver-sashes Golds, we are offering a low price of "The Story of Silas" in the 5c each (half-price).

J. C. GRANT CO.

.Jeweler

"We Serve The Best You Can Get"

DIAMOND COFFEE SHOP

Baskets or Smaller Gifts

ELMO'S

Gift idea

Fifty Christmas Cards with your name for $1.00

Thirty-five designs to select from

Come by to see them at Wootten's Book Store